Teaching and Learning Newsletter : Edition 3
Stop Press : Many congratulations and enormous thanks for the hard work and effort, which has
resulted in Larkmead being rated by Ofsted as a good school. They said “All teachers are clearly
focused on helping students learn quickly. As a result, students’ achievement has risen sharply in
recent years” . Many Thanks for your hard work in making this happen.

Term 3 LTLW—Year 10 focus
Year 10 are clearly a cohort we want to support as fully as possible. There are some noted issues with Year 10, but they are
also a year group who have the potential to succeed and our learning walks sought to identify how the year group were
performing in lessons on a day to day basis. We have a clearer picture of Year 10, their engagement, attitude to learning
and progress in lessons, which will help us support all of the students in this cohort. Key Tips for Year 10:

Breakdown learning to
bite-size chunks.

Stick to clear routines
and seating plans

Give choice / variety
to foster engagement

Be positive, they
lack confidence

Key groups - (HPA/LPA/PP/SEN) : What I
need to think about when planning….for
progress. Students who are SEN and PP
are particularly important for our results.

Teaching and Learning Briefings

Our teaching and learning briefing have been
devoted to differentiation. During term 3 we
have focused on what differentiation is and
how we can easily differentiate by looking at
how we plan our questions and sequence of
learning.

Follow the rules
consistently and fairly



Who are my SEN? Why are they SEN? Are they also PP (!!! )



Who has low prior attainment (LPA) (KS2 L3) or below average
reading age?



Who has high prior attainment (HPA) (KS2 L5) or above average
reading age?

Top Tips for students with Low prior attainment :



What is the reading age range of my group?

+ Reduce written content of slides and hand-outs



What is the target grade range of my group?

+ Breakdown tasks into smaller chunks



What does your marking and assessment tell you about their pro-

+ Have flexible time-limits but with clear progress
checks
+ Visual clues to support written work
+ Writing frames and mix/match
activities (provide connectives)
+ Clear PLCs—good for evidence
of progress
+ Levels of challenge (Bronze, silver, Gold)
+ Teacher talk—clear—stick to 20%

gress?



How do you know students will ‘get it’? (Formative Assessment)



What changes do you need to make to ensure this group makes
progress?



PACE—will others be held back by the pace of the slowest learners?



Do you have a range of activities to maintain interest and learning
styles?

Teaching and Learning : Stuck Lists
Edition 3 : What to do, when you don’t know what to do…..ideas for a stuck list
5b4me - Jim Smith suggestions :
Unlock with language - do something different reframe rather than engage in stuck behavior.
Questions : if you were unstuck, what would you do?
Do it wrong and we'll see how wrong? What did you do
the last time you were stuck ? Come up with the answer
and work backwards? What have you forgotten to do?
Or extra ideas what have you forgotten to do? Have you
been stuck like this before?

Do something different / If I gave you a million quid, would you still be stuck / What if you
were not stuck, what would you do? Do it wrong, how wrong would you be? / Ask someone
else / What did you do last time you were stuck? Work backwards / What have you forgotten
to do? / Stuck diary and move on / Enjoy being stuck!

Use wall displays…..subject specific processes, words, exemplar, exam techniques

Hot Topics : Marking, Assessment, Feedback
Edition : Changes to the MAF process : Marking for progress.
We have been spending time reviewing the MAF process. We have changed the way we approach MAF and our key objective is to ensure or marking assessment and feedback supports student progress.
There can be a focus on the ‘marking and assessment’ parts of MAF when we know that the impact comes from feedback
being understood and used.
Student voice tells us students want to be involved in monitoring their progress. They want to know how to improve their
grades and levels, developing their skills, the clearer this is…(differentiation) the more progress they make. We know we
need to improve our marking dialogue with students (ofsted).
As we improve our processes, we will work on making our MAF effective – for your time and student impact.

Our next steps :
Each MAF round will include a chance to meet in the LRC and review a range of books, work and assessment feedback from
all subject areas. This will enable us to share ideas and think about how we can make progress really visible for students.
Using the MAF rounds we will establish some expectations around book presentation. This will help with consistency for
students eg. underlining titles, key words in different colours, using purple pens etc.
We also want to provide guidance on techniques which are effective, but which can save you time and support progress eg.
pre-marking, using DIRT, using assessment criteria, ways of creating an effective dialogue with students.
We will start to model these, with your help and examples of effective marking processes.

T&L Article : My problem with ability
With thanks to Mary for the link, is setting or streaming good for attainment?

My problem with ability—Chris Hildrew
July 9, 2014August 2, 2014 / chrishildrew
I’ve always had a big problem with grouping students by ability. The Sutton Trust EEF Toolkit shows that ability grouping, setting or
streaming has a negative impact on student attainment.

One of the first blogs I read and favourited when I began exploring the online educational world was Kenny Pieper’s
Setting by ability: why? which used Ed Baines’ chapter on ability grouping in Bad Education: debunking myths in education to argue
that setting and streaming was “self-defeating in the extreme.” Since then I’ve had a look at the research myself; there’s a list of
some of the articles at the bottom of this blog. My favourite was Jo Boaler, Dylan Wiliam and Margaret Brown’s study Students’
experiences of ability grouping —disaffection, polarisation and the construction of failure. Susan Hallam concluded her
study: “ability grouping…does not raise standards, and in some cases can lower them. It can also have detrimental effects on pupils’
personal and social development.”
It’s fair to say, the case for setting and streaming is full of holes and there is plentiful research
out there to show that it doesn’t achieve what it tries to achieve. As the Sutton Trust Toolkit
says: “ability grouping appears to benefit higher attaining pupils and be detrimental to the learning of mid-range and lower attaining learners.” In other words, it exacerbates the Matthew Effect
and ensures that the gap between the knowledge-rich and the knowledge-poor widens.
My big problem with any discussion around grouping is with the weasel word “ability.”
As
Fearghal Kelly says it has all the connotations of a fixed mindset. When you talk about a “mixed
ability” group what are you really saying? That some of them are more “able” than others? This language implies that those “low
ability” students you have are actually less able to improve. The word itself reinforces the widening of the gap. In actual fact, as we
all know, students who end up labelled “low ability” have complex needs, some cognitive, some behavioural, some social, and
some attitudinal which have led to them performing poorly. This poor performance – their prior attainment – gains them the label
of “low ability,” but it does not necessarily follow that low attainment corresponds to lack of ability.
I want to root the word “ability” out of my own and my school’s vocabulary. If we are truly to become a growth mindset school we
must avoid the bear-trap of labelling students with fixed terms like “middle ability” throughout schooling when we actually mean
“achieved between 25 and 40 marks on their English reading paper in Year 6 which was then translated using a threshold into an
arbitrary level 4.” This has nothing to do with the individual’s ability. It is all about performance.
Ability is not fixed. As teachers we can work with young people to overcome their cognitive, behavioural, social and attitudinal
issues and improve their ability to access the curriculum. We certainly won’t solve all of those issues outright, but we can ameliorate them – and we must. But labelling a young person as “low
ability” is not going to motivate them or us to try.
I wrote to parents this week explaining our grouping and curriculum approaches in school, and I
didn’t use the word ability once. “Students are taught in groups with the full range of prior
attainment,” I wrote to explain those subjects that mix – the majority of our curriculum is taught
this way. Some still set, of course – that’s the Head of Faculty’s decision. Our challenge now is to
raise attainment for all and to ensure that every student continues to increase their ability to learn,
grow and achieve.

Most Able : Update
UNIQ Summer Schools at the University of Oxford
At the start of January I visited the 6th form assembly to encourage
our year 12 students to apply to UNIQ, Oxford University's official
summer school program. The UNIQ summer school runs across 5
weeks and it is completely FREE. It is open exclusively to UK state
school/colleges and aims to give students a realistic view of Oxford
student life. It is also a brilliant opportunity for students to get a taste
of a subject they may be considering studying at degree level, as well
as being a fantastic thing to add to a personal statement! Students
spend a week living in an Oxford college and choose one of over 30
courses to study during the week, ranging from Law to Egyptology.
The students attend lectures in their chosen subject and workshops
about applying to Oxford, as well as taking part in a variety of social

activities every evening. There are 800-850 places available,
and applications closed on 12th February. Eight of our year 12
students have applied and we wish them the best of luck with
their applications.

Pizza Lunch
Following on from the ‘Drinks and Doughnuts’ session held
before Christmas, in January the most able in year 13 and
year 11 pupils currently on target to achieve 8 or more A-A*
grades were invited to a ‘Pizza Lunch’. This was a fantastic
opportunity for the year 11 students to ask questions about
coping with exam pressure, revision techniques, choosing the
right combination of A Levels and UCAS applications. In particular, the 6th form students gave great advice about what to
include on UCAS personal statements. This gave the year 11
students food for thought about what they should be considering getting involved with or start organising to put them in a
strong position when it comes to applying to university
courses, such as arranging work experience placements,
volunteering opportunities abroad, extra reading or attending
university seminars.

Most Able : Update
Work Scrutiny : Year 8/9 feedback
As part of the recent work scrutiny of year 8 and 9, I asked the most able pupils whether they are set homework which is challenging
or allows them to choose an appropriate level of challenge. The pupils explained that they really enjoy the P&R and Science
homework menus they are given, the Maths homework tasks which consist of three stages followed by a star question, and the D&T
homework which gives them the option of choosing the bronze, silver, or gold task. Thank you to Carol, Neil and Adam for providing
the examples below. There will soon be a folder on the Staff Shared Area with electronic copies of excellent resources or strategies
being used by faculties across the school so we can share the good practice taking place at Larkmead.

D&T Bronze/Silver/Gold
Homework

P&R homework menu
Homework Schedule: Term 2
Question

Week
Set

Due
from…

Explain Christian Attitudes towards pre-marital sex (6)
Explain Christian views about sex. (6)
Extension:
Create an informational leaflet about the different Christian attitudes towards homosexuality.
“Sex before marriage is wrong.” (12)
Explain Christian views for and against this claim, include the view of a humanist and your own opinion.
(DADBOY)

Nov 3rd

Nov 17th

Nov 17th

December 1st

Extension:
Write a series of poems explaining Christian attitudes towards adultery.
Explain how and why Christians have different views about contraception. (6)
Explain 3 Biblical teachings about contraception (6)
Extension:
Create a poster explaining Christian attitudes about promiscuity.
"Men and women are equal.” (12)
Explain Christian views for and against this claim, include the view of a humanist and your own opinion.
(DADBOY)
Extension:
Make a list of bullet-points/mind-map about humanist attitudes to human relationships.
“Promiscuity (having many sexual partners) is a good way to live.” (12)
Explain Christian views for and against this claim, include the view of a humanist and your own opinion.
(DADBOY)
Explain Christian attitudes about the roles of men and women in the family (6)
Extension
Create a poster comparing Roman Catholic and Church of England teachings about Human Relationships

December 1st

December 8th

December 8th

December 15th

December 15th

First
lesson
back in
new term

Most Able : Update
Science Takeaway Homework

Maths 3 Stage Homework plus Star question

Most Able : Update
Upcoming Events at the University of Oxford
Statistics Taster Day - Wednesday 8 April 2015
How do we teach machines, such as self-driving cars, to learn? How many colleges should I visit before making a decision
on where to apply? How do I make sense of this newspaper headline? Statistics can help! This day is suitable for highachieving students interested in studying Mathematics or Applied Mathematics at university. For more information please
see the department website.

Women in Computer Science Day - Monday 20 April 2015
This day is designed to raise awareness of what Computer Science is at university level, to meet women (and men) who
work in the Computer Science field and find out how they're changing the world. Find out what computer science really
is - it's not just ICT and it certainly isn't just for boys and geeks. Delegates will learn about the Oxford Computer Science
degrees - including guidance on the application process, plus visit a college and try out a practical programming activity.
Students attending should have a flair for Maths. For more information please see the department website.

Philosophy Plus Taster Day - Thursday 23 April 2015
What is chaos? What is infinity? Can machines think? The links between Science and Philosophy are broad and deep,
extending well beyond the obvious overlaps in logic, artificial intelligence, and ethics. This day provides an opportunity to
find out more about how science and philosophy intertwine. More specifically, how Computer Science, Physics, and
Mathematics all have one thing in common, Philosophy. This event is an opportunity for students who are considering
applying for a joint degree in these subjects, and want to find out more. For more information please see the department
website.

Choral and Organ Scholarships Open Day - Saturday 25 April 2015
This open day provides a great opportunity to find out about choral and organ scholarships and the various college choirs.
Students will have the opportunity to work with some of the directors of music and current choral and organ scholars.
There will be a programme of workshops and a chance to sing with one of the college choirs for Choral Evensong. For
details please see the department website.

Mathematical Institute Open Days - Saturday 2 and Saturday 9 May
Bookings are now open for these maths open days, a fantastic opportunity to see the Building, experience lectures by our
academics, and chat to current undergraduates. The programme running on the two days is identical, however those
students who are interested in applying to Mathematics and Computer Science should book on 9 May, in order to visit the
Computer Science Department Open Day in the afternoon. Please visit the department website for more information and
to book a place.

FE and Sixth Form College Open Days
Students and staff from the FE sector are invited to:



Tuesday 23 June: Further Education Open Day at Worcester College



Thursday 25 June: Sixth Form College Open Day at Mansfield College

Free overnight accommodation is available for group travelling long distances. Students can attend with teachers or on
their own. For details please see the college website.

Current competitions : The National School Photography Awards 2015
A quick reminder that the deadline for submitting entries has been extended to 5pm on 31st March 2015. Pupils can collect
an information pack with more details from the D&T faculty office.

